
The Force D6 / Lightsaber Balance

Lightsaber Balance

         Sense Difficulty: Moderate

         Effect: The user can balance a lightsaber on any part of

their body, throwing it into the air and catching it on any body

part, balancing it on their nose, toe or palm of hand.

         Description: Introducing Lightsaber Balance – the

galaxy's most prestigious test of dexterity and Jedi finesse!

While some may scoff at the notion of wielding a lightsaber as anything other than a weapon of mass

destruction, true Jedi masters understand the importance of maintaining equilibrium in both body and

mind.

Picture this: you, a noble Jedi Knight, standing tall and proud amidst the swirling chaos of battle. But

instead of brandishing your lightsaber in a flurry of lethal strikes, you embark upon a daring display of

acrobatic prowess, balancing your trusty weapon atop the tip of your nose with the grace of a Corellian

dancer.

But why, you may ask, would any self-respecting Jedi bother mastering such an absurd skill? Well, the

answer lies in the ancient teachings of the Jedi Order – for it is said that true mastery of the Force

requires not only strength and skill, but also a keen sense of balance and harmony.

And so, Jedi younglings are trained from an early age to hone their Lightsaber Balance, practicing

tirelessly until they can balance their lightsaber on even the most precarious of surfaces – be it their

outstretched palm, the tip of their toe, or even the tip of their tail (for those rare Jedi of the Togruta

persuasion).

But make no mistake – Lightsaber Balance is not merely a parlor trick to impress your friends at the Jedi

Temple's annual talent show. No, it is a testament to the Jedi's unwavering dedication to mastering every

facet of lightsaber combat – even the most absurd and seemingly pointless ones.

So, whether you're a seasoned Jedi Master looking to add a touch of flair to your combat repertoire or a

fresh-faced Padawan eager to prove your worth, the Lightsaber Balance is a must-have for any aspiring

lightsaber wielder. Learn it  today and show the galaxy that true Jedi mastery knows no bounds – not

even gravity! 
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